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- Analyze how and why 
sheltering strategies support 
bilingual and multilingual  
learners

- Explore resources to increase 
content and language support 
in the classroom, and during 
remote teaching and learning



AGEND

A● What is Sheltered 
Instruction?

● Why Sheltered 
Instruction?

● Sheltering Strategies for 
In-Person and Remote 
Learning
○ Lesson Preparation
○ Building Background
○ Interaction
○ Review and Assessment
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“Sheltered instruction is a 
teaching method. It employs a 
wide variety of strategies that 
teachers use to modify their 

instruction so that students can 
negotiate the value of the lesson, 
the language and the concepts.”



Hands-On 
Activities

Purposeful 
Grouping

Vocabulary

Visual Clues

4 Cornerstones of Sheltered Instruction



Teachers should ensure listening and speaking 
skills precede reading and writing skills.



Teachers should have a clear understanding of 
each student’s language development.



Sheltering is an instructional method 
that benefits emerging bilingual and 

multilingual learners.
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Why is it 
important to 

provide 
language 

supports to 
all students 

during 
Content 

Instruction?



In order for bilingual and 
multilingual learners to become 

fluent in all their languages, 
there must be purposeful and 

planned opportunities for 
students to develop both social 

and academic language.

Why is it 
Important to 

provide 
language 

supports for 
Multilingual 

Learners 
during 

Content 
Instruction?



Social language can 
be defined as a 

more informal way 
of speaking for 

students. Some call 
it ‘playground 

language’.
Academic language can be 
defined as the vocabulary 
that is content specific to 

higher level thinking, 
speaking, reading and 

writing.
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more informal way 
of speaking for 

students. Some call 
it ‘playground 

language’.
Academic language can be 
defined as the vocabulary 
that is content specific to 

higher level thinking, 
speaking, reading and 

writing.

Fluency in both types of 
languages is critical for 

emerging bilingual students’ 
academic success.
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Four teaching 
components that 
should be carefully 
considered and 
planned: 

● Lesson Preparation

● Interaction

● Building Background

● Review and 

Assessment
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Lesson Preparation







Every sheltered lesson 
should begin with:

• A clearly defined 
content objective 

• A clearly defined 
language objective 
• Objectives are written 

in student friendly 
language and always 
shared with students

• Objectives can be 
thought of as 
“learning targets”



Content objectives 
are the what - what 

students  need to 
learn about the 
content topic.



Language objectives 
are the how - how 
the content 
objective will be 
addressed.

They also are the what- what 
students need to learn when 
speaking, listening, writing 
and reading English in order 
to:

• Learn, express, practice, & 
apply new information

• Demonstrate knowledge
• Perform academic tasks



Content Objective Language Objective

Is a statement 
that...

● Identifies what students 
should know and be able 
to do in a particular 
content area for a given 
lesson

● Supports state content 
standards and learning 
outcomes

● Guides teaching and 
learning in the classroom

● Supports students’ 
academic language 
development in a given 
lesson

● Is clearly and simply 
stated, orally and/or in 
writing

● Supports ELD and CCSS 
Essential standards

Planning 
Considerations

● On grade-level
● Age appropriate
● Included in the Common 

Core/Essential Standards

● Language Domain
● Language Feature
● Language Target



Verbs for Content & 
Language Objectives

Content
• Identify
• Solve 
• Investigate
• Distinguish
• Hypothesize
• Create
• Select 
• Draw 

conclusions 
about…

Language
• Listen for 
• Retell
• Define
• Find the 

main idea
• Compare
• Summariz

e
• Rehearse
• Persuade
• Write



Content & Language Objectives 
(CLOs)
• The “WIDA” way to write content & 

language objectives is to combine them.

• There are four parts to a CLO:
• Language Function
• Language Form
• Content Stem
• Support
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Function
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Form(s)

Content Stem
-these come from 
your curriculum-

Supports
-that students will 
need to be able to 

complete the 
objective(s)-

The purpose of the 
language in the 
lesson:
(to describe, to 
compare /contrast, 
to explain, to 
predict, to justify, 
etc.) 
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CLOs – Cont.
Language 
Function

Language 
Form(s)

Content Stem
-these come from 
your curriculum-

Supports
-that students will 
need to be able to 

complete the 
objective(s)-

The purpose of the 
language in the 
lesson:
(to describe, to 
compare /contrast, 
to explain, to 
predict, to justify, 
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Grammatical 
structures  
practiced or 
addressed in the 
lesson: (adjectives, 
past tense, 
compound 
sentences) OR 
vocabulary 
development

Task or Topic of the 
lesson

Graphic – graphic 
organizers, maps, 
timelines, tables, 
color coding, video 
clips, role play

Sensory –
manipulatives, 
pictures, sentence 
frames
Interactive – work 
in partners, trios, 
groups, native 
language, mentors





Explica cómo puedes combinar números para formar un nuevo 
número usando:
● La palabra ‘partes’



Explica cómo puedes combinar números para formar un nuevo 
número usando:
● La palabra ‘partes’

Function

Sentence 
Frame

Form

Visual 
Supports



For Asynchronous Activities

https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=pVK2_5V_QT-JscUFwC3yJQ&prompt_id=prompt.60ab25f2-2072-4db7-863a-273c8d95fb93


For Asynchronous Activities

(en español)

https://app.seesaw.me/pages/shared_activity?share_token=pVK2_5V_QT-JscUFwC3yJQ&prompt_id=prompt.60ab25f2-2072-4db7-863a-273c8d95fb93
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Building Background



Building Background

• Linking concepts to students’ background 
experiences

• Helping students make connections between 
past learning and new concepts of the lesson.

• Vocabulary development is critical for 
emerging bilinguals’ academic language 
fluency



Instructional Approaches to 
Activating Prior Knowledge

Spend instructional time asking 
questions, showing videos, photos, and 
images of anything that will add clearer 
understanding of topic being studied.

Spend

Read stories explaining background 
information.Read

Have students interview others who may 
have information about topic of study.Have

Provide any materials in the heritage 
language of the students, that can 
provide background information in the 
language that they understand.

Provide

Credit Dr. Vicki Nilles



Pre-Teach Vocabulary

Teaching important vocabulary before covering specific 
content is an important aspect of expanding background 
experience

It is important for L2 learners to be given background on the 
vocabulary that heritage English speakers already possess

Intentional vocabulary instruction is related to reading 
comprehension and is effective practice for all students not 
just L2 learners

Students will begin to develop a core vocabulary over time

Use hands-on activities, graphic organizers and movement 
to teach vocabulary to early learners of English!!!!

Credit Dr. Vicki Nilles





Observation and Inquiry 
Charts





I notice _____________, which might mean ________.



Based on the images, I predict _________ .



____________ makes me wonder ___________.



I believe _____________ because ___________.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMZ5WFRbSTc


What do you think you know 
about the Solar System?

What do you want to learn 
about the Solar System?



What do you think you know 
about the Solar System?

What do you want to learn 
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What do you 
think you know 
about the Solar 
System?

http://dontchangethislink.peardeckmagic.zone/?eyJ0eXBlIjoiZnJlZVJlc3BvbnNlLXRleHQiLCJkcmFnZ2FibGVzIjpbeyJpZCI6ImRyYWdnYWJsZTAiLCJ0eXBlIjoiaWNvbiIsImljb24iOnsiaWQiOiJkZWZhdWx0LWNpcmNsZSJ9LCJjb2xvciI6IiNENTFEMjgifV0sImRyYWdnYWJsZVNpemUiOjEyLjU1LCJlbWJlZGRhYmxlVXJsIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly8iLCJhbnN3ZXJzIjpbXX0=pearId=magic-pear-shape-identifier


What do you 
want to learn 
about the Solar 
System?

http://dontchangethislink.peardeckmagic.zone/?eyJ0eXBlIjoiZnJlZVJlc3BvbnNlLXRleHQiLCJkcmFnZ2FibGVzIjpbeyJpZCI6ImRyYWdnYWJsZTAiLCJ0eXBlIjoiaWNvbiIsImljb24iOnsiaWQiOiJkZWZhdWx0LWNpcmNsZSJ9LCJjb2xvciI6IiNENTFEMjgifV0sImRyYWdnYWJsZVNpemUiOjEyLjU1LCJlbWJlZGRhYmxlVXJsIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly8iLCJhbnN3ZXJzIjpbXX0=pearId=magic-pear-shape-identifier
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Interaction
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Discussion Between Teacher/Student & 
Between Students
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● Frequent Opportunities for Interaction & 
Discussion Between Teacher/Student & 
Between Students

● Teacher Should Encourage Elaborated 
Responses About Lesson Concepts

● Grouping Configurations Support Content & 
Language Objectives

● Sufficient Wait Time for Student Response
● Ample Opportunity for Students to Clarify 

Key Concepts in L1 with Aide, Peer or L1 Text

Interaction









Synchronously

Asynchronously
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Review & Assessment



Review & Assessment

Comprehensive Review of Key 
Vocabulary at least at the beginning 
of lesson and at the end

Comprehensive Review of Key 
Concepts of the Lesson

Assessment of Student 
Comprehension and Learning of 
Content & Language Objectives



Informal Ways to Assess Learning
Thumbs up/Thumbs down: Student response to simple yes 
or no questions regarding mastery of content

Number 1-3 for self-assessment: Students show number of 
fingers based on their level of understanding of and 
mastery of lesson objectives

Response Boards: Dry erase boards used to answer a final 
assessment question specific to content covered. Can be 
done with partners and small groups.

Number Wheels: Number wheels are made with 0-5 strips 
listed. Students can use the wheels to quickly respond to 
questions being asked to demonstrate understanding at 
the end of chunk of instruction.













- Analyze how and why 
sheltering strategies support 
multilingual  learners

- Explore resources to increase 
content and language support 
in the classroom and during 
remote teaching and learning



cocabe.org/survey 


